
K E Y  B E N E F I T S

PCI compliant

Seamlessly integrates with Retalix StorePoint

Drives sales through promotions and loyalty 
programs

Lowers downtime with automatic switchover

Optimizes fuel management across the 
organization

Offers remote diagnostics support

Simplifies forecourt design and improves 
performance

Supports major oil brands and 
unbranded operators

Fuel prices skyrocket. Then they drop. Supplies tighten, thanks to weather, international 

conflict and transportation issues. Today’s market volatility makes it more important than 

ever for convenience stores to carefully manage their fuel operations. In today’s environ

ment, even the smallest Cstore can’t afford to handle its fuel operations inefficiently. 

Retalix StorePoint Fuel automates the entire process with an integrated fuel sales 

and forecourt control solution. StorePoint takes over the more 

mundane tasks of stock management and tank monitoring, 

while also ensuring customers have immediate 

access to the products they need. 

The results—and the profits—are clear. 

Improved productivity and competitive pricing 

can drive your Cstore fuel operations forward. 

Automatically. 
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FUEL GREATER PRODUCTIVITY

Retalix StorePoint Fuel integrates all the devices that power a retail fuel 

operation, including tank monitoring systems, various pump types, payment 

systems, price poles and car wash machines. It relieves the burden from cashiers, 

who can monitor and control dispensers in a handsoff manner, enabling them to 

simultaneously serve other customers at checkout. 

What’s more, StorePoint Fuel improves productivity by combining the 

sales of convenience and food service items with prepaid or payatkiosk fuel 

transactions—all on one ticket.

By communicating continually with the home office, StorePoint Fuel ensures 

uninterupted uptime and sufficient supplies. And thanks to realtime updates on 

purchasing, sales and fuel levels at the station, the home office can better 

manage its wet stock for critical cost savings.

So point your store in the right direction by learning more about 

StorePoint today. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Open platform design

Instant warnings and 
alerts to remote operators

Automated store 
database queries

Redundant setting to 
avoid downtime

Dry and wet stock 
management

Fuel sales reconciliation

Competitive pricing data

Island sales

Crosspromotions for 
loyalty programs

For more information on what 

Retalix StorePoint Fuel can do for 

you, contact Retalix today.
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